CASUAL UNIFORM (RED BLAZER)
COVER—Standard cover with Marine Corps Insignia. Associate Members wear the sunburst ornament in
place of the Marine Corps Insignia. The Military Order of the Devil Dog patch is worn on the right side of
the cover (when authorized) in accordance with MODD regulations.

SHIRTWhite shirt, plain collar. (No
button-down collars. No sunburst insignias on collar).
TIEBlack, with Marine Corps or
Marine Corps League gold tie
bar.
RED BLAZERRed Blazer with two (2) Marine Corps League buttons
on front and three (3) Marine
Corps League buttons on
each sleeve cuff.
TROUSERSBlack, dress, no front pleats,
no cuffs. Dress blue trousers
are NOT WORN with the CASUAL uniform.
BELTBlack leather, with Marine
Corps emblem on square
gold buckle. A black leather
belt may worn as a substitute.
SOCKSBlack.
SHOESBlack, plain toe (military
style, highly glossed)
MEDALLIONS-(Optional)
Chapel of Four Chaplains,
National Marine of the Year,
Division (Carter Award), Department Marine of the Year,
Detachment Marine of the
Year, MODD (Devil Dog) Collar. Only one of these may be
worn at any one time.

If it’s not mentioned here, then it’s
not authorized!

RIBBONS-(Optional)
Only one (1) miniature
ribbon
of
individual
choice may be worn
above the lapel pin on
the Red Blazer. MCL or
DOD, wearer’s choice.
LAPEL PINS-(Optional)
The following lapel pins
may be worn, Past Department or Detachment
Commandant Pin. The
Chapel of Four Chaplains,
MCL Membership, or Retired Marine lapel pins
may also be worn. Ordained Ministers or Chaplains may wear a symbol
of their religion, of the
size approved by DOD.
Whatever pins are approved for wear, only two
pins may be worn at a
time.
MARINE CORPS LEAGUE
CREST-(Optional)
The
following
Marine
Corps League
Pocket
Crest may be worn: The
metallic
embroidered
crest that pins directly to
the pocket or is mounted
on a plastic sleeve; the
Crest that is permanently
embroidered
on
the
pocket; or the commercially sold plastic crest
that
slips
into
the
pocket. Wearer’s choice.

MEDALS-(Optional) One, two or three Large (Standard) Marine
Corps League medals or Department of Defense medals may be
worn centered over the left breast pocket of the Marine Corps
League Red Blazer Uniform. Medals must be mounted on a single
ribbon bar.

